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This note deals with the Dirichlet problem for the second order
elliptic operator

r(x) Σ

whose coeίBcients are defined in a bounded domain G c En. We suppose
the following:

(a) The cbijix) are complex valued and of class C" in G; ai5 — ά5i.
(b) c(x) is real valued, continuous, and bounded below in G.
(c) r(x) is continuous and positive in G.
(d) There exists a function σ(x), continuous and positive in G

satisfying

1,3=1

• •^> ft >
? = U 2-Λ

i = l

for all x in G and all complex w-tuples f = (£i, £r2, , έ:*).
Under these assumptions it is easy to show that L is formally

self-adjoint in the Hubert space Jδf J(G) of functions which satisfy

\ r\u\2 dx < oo .
JO

We denote by CT(G) the set of infinitely differentiate functions with
compact support in G. The operator L defined on C~(G) is a serni-
bounded symmetric operator in ^fl{G) and therefore has a Friedriehs
extension which is self-ad joint in ^fl{G). This operator, to be denoted
by L, will be referred to as the Dirichlet operator associated with L
on G. It is well known that L is unique, has the same lower bound
as the symmetric operator L, and that in sufficiently regular cases, L
can be obtained by imposing Dirichlet boundary conditions on the
domain of L*. The purpose of this note is to state a criterion for the
discreteness of the spectrum of L.

We shall say that the spectrum of an operator A is discrete if the
spectrum of A consists of a set of isolated eigenvalues of finite multi-
plicity. The complex number λ belongs to the essential spectrum of A
if there exists an orthonormal sequence {un} it the domain of A for
which (A — Xl)nn -+ 0. If A is self-ad joint, then it can be shown (see
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[2]) that λ belongs to the essential spectrum of A if and only if λ belongs
to the spectrum of A and is not an isolated eigenvalue of finite multiplicity.
Thus the spectrum of a self-adjoint operator is discrete if and only if
the essential spectrum is empty.

In case G is bounded and the conditions (a)-(b) are satisfied in G
as well as G, then it is well known that L has a discrete spectrum.
Here we shall allow the possibility that σ(x) and r(x) tend to 0 or <=» on
a set S c ΘG. With this generalization the spectrum of L need not be
discrete.

In order to state criteria for the discreteness of the spectrum of
L, it is convenient to express the problem in the canonical form where

G c {x I xn > 0}

S c {x I xn = 0}

~ 1 Λ«n ) "T~ ZΛ

dXn V dXn / i.i=i &C

Mihlin [1] has shown that this canonical form can in general be attained
by a change of variables. Previous criteria for discreteness derived by
Mihlin [1], Wolf [2], and others depend on the behavior of ann near S.
The criterion to be derived here is independent of the behavior of ann;
with minor modification, the method can also be applied if G is an
unbounded domain.

We define

Gt = G n {x I xn < t}

Et = G n {x I xn = t] ,

and denote by % the coordinates (x19 , xn-τ) in Et. Let L4 denote the
Dirichlet operator associated with L on Gt. Then the following is a
special case of an invariance principle due to Wolf [2].

LEMMA 1. For t > 0 the essential spectrum of Lt is identical
with the essential spectrum of L.

LEMMA 2. J/lim inf A—?^/ = oo, then the spectrum of L is discrete.
\U

Proof. Suppose to the contrary that there is a λ0 < oo which
belongs to the essential spectrum of L. We can choose ί0 > 0 sufficiently
small so that

Then, by the definition of LiQ
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^ λ 0

for all u in the domain of LtQ, and λ0 does not belong to the spectrum
of LtQ. By Lemma 1 this is a contradiction.

For t > 0 the operator

Σ
r{x, t) i.i=

Σ (*«(*, , t)

is a nonsingular elliptic operator defined on Et. Therefore Tu the
Dirichlet operator associated with Tt on Eu has a discrete spectrum.
Let m(t) denote the smallest eigenvalue of Tt.

THEOREM. If lim m(t) = oo, then the spectrum of L is discrete.
t->0

Proof. If u G C0°°(G), then clearly u(x, t) e Cϊ(Et). Thus for all

u

S Γ Γ~ n ^ rill filJ

01 \ svfi Ύ* <L I I \ /Ί .
I Cv j / Gt/tX/ ^ 1 I y> j vί'tj ^ '

Eζ JEj\_i:j~l OX i OX j

s L,[» -

dx

Defining m(ί) = inf m(τ) and integrating both sides from xn = 0 to

#TC = ί we obtain

f f Γ
W 1^1 ' ax ^ \ α % 7 !

Since lim m(ί) = oo we have
ί-0

Km inf

The desired result now follows from Lemma 2.
We give two simple applications of the preceding theorem.

COROLLARY 1. Let Vt denote the (n — ΐ)-dimensional Lebesgue
measure of Et. Let φ(t) and p(t) be continuous positive functions
satisfying

(i)

, for all ξ - (ft,
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If lim φ(t)lρ(t) V\ln~ι — oo, then the spectrum of L is discrete.
<-»0

Proof. Let μ(t) denote the smallest eigenvalue of the Dirichlet
operator associated with — A = —Σ/lzffi/dxl on Et. By (i) and (ii)
m(t) ^ Φ(t)μ{t)jρ{t). It is well known that μ{t) is minimized if Et is a
(n—l)-dimensional sphere of volume Vt and that then μ(t) = C/F?'*"1, C
being a constant. Therefore m(ί) ^ Cφ(ί)/r/θ(t) Ff7—1 and the result
follows from the preceding theorem.

The preceding corollary made no use of the shape of Et. The
following corollary gives stronger results in case Et becomes "narrow"
in the proper sense.

COROLLARY 2. Suppose we can find functions <Xi(α?n), ••.,αlt_a(ίP1t),
<γ(xn) and p(xn) which satisfy conditions (a)-(d) and

( i ) Σ>ai(xn)\ξi\2 ^ΣaiMi for all ξ = (ξu - , U and all x
*=i t.i=i

in G.

(ii) γ(#Λ) ^ c{x) for all x in G.

(iii) ρ(xn) ^ r(x) for all x in G.

Suppose also that we can enclose G in a region

Γ = {x\fi(xn) <%i< 9i(xn), i = 1, •> n - 1; 0 < xn < b < ™} .

// /or some i < n

AMY
then the spectrum of L is discrete.

Proof. Denote by μ(t) the smallest eigenvalue of the Dirichlet
operator associated with

on Γ Π {x I xn — t). By classical variational principles μ(t) ^ m(t). Since
we can compute

the discreteness of the spectrum of L follows from the preceding
theorem.
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